1. Verbs: Infinitive - Present Progressive -

Simple Present

to boat
Jerome is boating. Jerome boats.

to hummel
Mats is _____________. Mats __________.

to kroo
Toni is ______________. Toni ____________.

to reu
Marco is ______________. Marco ____________.

2.1 Adjectives: Comparative - Superlative

Lina is drax.
Julian is much draxler. Piet is the draxlest.

Maria is wern.
Timo is much ____________. Jessica is _________________.

Thorben-Leif is müll.
Thomas is much ______________. Stella-Fairy is _________________.

Samira is neu.
Manuel is much ____________. Luana is _________________.

Mia is gint.
Matthias is much ____________. Erkan is _________________.

Fine is rüdig.
Antonio is much _______________. Paul is _________________.

Niklas is süle.
Sandra is much _______________. Johann is _________________.

2.2 Adjectives: Comparative - Superlative:
more/most and adjectives ending in -y

Joshua is kimmich.
Lisa is _________________. Lea is _________________.

Sebastian is rudy.
Phillip is ________________. Larissa is _________________.

Good luck!
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